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About This Software

You won't know you need it before actually using it.

Quixer is an application designed to do very simple tasks Windows should be able to do.

Windows takes the roundabout way. Quixer goes straight to the point.

Just want to adjust your game's volume on the fly?

Quixer will let you seamlessly adjust any game's or application's volume with the press of a few keys. You can decrease,
increase and mute the volume of focused or unfocused windows individually.

Long gone are the days where you need to interrupt what you are doing by either going into your game's audio settings or
Windows volume mixer.

Want to switch from your speakers to your headset?

Quixer has a feature that allows you to quickly change between Audio Devices (Playback and Recording) with both hotkeys
and clicks.

You will no longer have to go the long way around in Windows' sound settings.
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Want to set several applications' volume to a pre-determined level in one key press?

Quixer allows you to do just that. Configure your presets the way you want, press a hotkey and let Quixer do the rest.

No more adjusting each application's volume level one by one in the Windows volume mixer.

Quixer is highly customizable

Quixer can be launched as a stand-alone (without Steam), and so there are a lot of ease of use settings. Such as Starting
Quixer with Windows or Steam Integration (Displays as Playing on Steam).

Each feature has a clean UI pop-up that you can also customize.
Not a fan of screen noise? Just disable them.

Standard versions :

About Me

I'm studying computer science in university and I push updates and do maintenance, not only for Quixer, but also for a few
other of my own applications. All of that on my free time (while I should probably be studying).

I've actually been developing applications for a few years. I have a few public applications, but most I keep to myself because
they are very tailored to my needs. All of the features present in Quixer were scattered in different applications that I was using

on a daily basis.

I had never released anything with a price tag on it and I was curious about releasing something on Steam just to see the process.
So I decided to gather everything in a single application, make it 10 times better, and release it. I'm very happy about the

outcome!

I take great pride in my creations and put a lot of meticulous effort into everything I make. Every pixel and character matters.
Feedback is also very important to me. If there is a bug that needs to be fixed or a feature you would love to see implemented,

be sure to mention it.

I'm very proactive, passionate, and I seek perfection!
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Very nice, charming and beautiful puzzle game. If you wanna develop games in Unreal Engine, this game is a good showcase.

Yet it's very short, takes about 2-3 hours. Also, doesn't have a plot. And finally, there are two endings, but they are
dissapointing.

A nice game for one evening, I highly recommend taking it as a part of a bundle or with a BIG discount.. This is the pinnacle of
the Heroes of Might and Magic franchise right here, and I've played all of them...a lot. This is the game you need to play if you
like turn-based strategy. Period.
Don't let the low count of hours played fool you. I have played this when it was released for countless hours, Vanilla and both
expansions, just not through Steam.. The dlc was more than i expected in many ways! It has added tons of new fun content to
play around with and the new class makes some really unique and fun gameplay. The pyramid itself is filled with new secrets,
traps, puzzles and challenging new enemies and bosses. The bosses are quite interesting and especially the first one you will
encounter as this is the MOST unique boss currently in the game! The arena mode offers a long and challenging gameplay
where you will be surrounded by traps and encounter all types of enemies in the game.

Cheap dlc, alot of content, changes the game for the better as you progress to the late game. I'd give this dlc 10\/10 and is a must
have if you own the original game.. Mid to end-game : Not even AI war compares to the epic battles.. This game is not just a
simple point click game or a pointless walking simulator. It changes your perspective, gives you an opportunity to fulfill your
soul, not just about art but many aspects of life. It gives you relaxation with its beautiful soundtrack. And it is so kind move
from them to publish it as a DLC for free. Don't forget to download it!
I recommend this game!. Having trouble with graphics. I have to play in window. If I go fullscreen toolbar on bottom is not
showing. I checked other games such as Avernum 2 and there is no problem. Problem with playing in window is I cannot
maximize to fullscreen. Also would like to see more choices in making UI and text bigger. Game looks fun and I support this
developer.
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fun simple litte time consuming game
its easy to learn hard to master

You should try the demo and check if you can run on your pc it has some problems on some widow 10 but not all so check the
demo before you buy it

video of it here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u3rlWb-ngmU

all ownership of this video is pinballwiz45b
. Girlfriend rescue is an old school RPG with some interesting elements. The story is, well in the title, your girlfriend gets
kidnapped and you go and rescue her. Totally not a cliche. The game is funny too. The story line was good in my opinion

 Graphics and sound: 

It’s standard RPGmaker graphics and sound are okay.

 Gameplay:  

It’s an okay RPG for it’s price, if you have 5-6 hours and nothing to do, go ahead and play this game. Replay value is good as
you can always choose different difficulty settings or different party members. When you start the game you get a choice to
make your party with different skills/stats characters you can have many combinations.

 Conclusion:  

A decent RPG with a good story and theme. Cheap as well so go ahead and buy if you’re a classic RPG games fan.. This game
could be fun, but you get overwhelmed starting in the second mission. Also, there is no multiplayer which would've made the
second mission fun and achievable. First there are 2 or 3 airplanes, and then all of the sudden there are 30-40 airplanes and you
are all alone to die.. Very fast paced gameplay. Bullet time would be a nice addition, possibly as a separate game mode.
However I'd take co-op gameplay over anything.. it was a good game till u realize u beat all the lvls and they dont add any more.
oh yay an up date wow new graphics but then ohhh same lvls u beat the game in under an hour. tbh not worth it unless they add
more lvls

 Update 1.1.4:
Sorry there was no patchnotes the last couple updates. They were only tiny hotfixes. Here's a little list of what has happened
since 1.1.0.

- Added two new settings to help you keep your profiles in sync
- Performance improvements
- Bug fixes (namely muting was behaving oddly)

Also added a Discord Link[discord.gg] in the About tab. If you have anything you'd like to ask you can come in any time. I
sometime sleep but I'm very active otherwise!

That's it for today!. Update 1.2.0:
Merry Christmas!

I hope you're all having a good time with the people close to you!

With university done for a while, I had spare time on my hands and I didn't know what to make of it! And so I decided to finish
the feature I had started back before finals started.

I present to you the Quixer Playback Devices Quick Change Feature! (I didn't find a better name. Sorry!)
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Well, the name kind of says it all really. For those of you who have speakers, headphones or a headset that they often change
between depending on the time of day or activity they're undertaking, myself first, this is a feature designed with you just in
mind!

This will allow you to setup your various devices in Quixer and change between them at the push or click of a few buttons
without having to go deep inside Windows just to change the sound input device. In reality Quixer will do those steps for you
but instead of taking 10 seconds of your precious time it's going to take 0.6333333 second (exact science).

I plan on making a new trailer video to show this feature. So if you don't understand what it does and/or if it's good for you, wait
a little bit!

For now that was a present from me to you on these festive times! As always, if you encounter a bug or want to give some
feedback, my Discord Server[discord.gg] or the Steam Discussions are awaiting you!

Happy Holidays folks!. Update 1.2.3:
Hotfix for the bug caused by the length of the device name.. Update 1.2.5:
Hotfix :

Using Quixer on some applications/games (namely Rainbow Six) was causing it to crash and just close without any notification
or error message.

This has been fixed!. Update 1.2.7:
It was cold today here in Canada so I decided to stay inside and work on Quixer....... As if I need an excuse to stay inside...

AHEM! That said...

I got some goodies for you tonight!

Here comes the brand new device change pop-up!
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Fear not! If you actually don't want to see it, I have added a new setting that allows you to hide not only the new device pop-up,
but the volume slider as well!

Still, I would appreciate if you didn't hide it because I worked meticulously on it hehe.

In order to add that feature I reworked a notable part of my code once again. I tested the features a bunch and there didn't seem
to be any issue. Keep an eye out and notify me ASAP if you spot anything!

That was the main selling point for today but I also have a few other improvements I'd like to mention :

- Worked back and forth on my code and design and hopefully made the UI more responsive and fluid overall.
- Quixer won't prevent Windows from shutting down anymore!
- I rearranged the Settings tab in what I think is a better layout for understanding what kind of various options there are.
- Squashed a few hidden bugs.

And that's it! Thanks to the following user for suggesting their ideas!
It sure was possible "at some point". ;)

Originally posted by wooothebadman:. Update 1.3.2:

We have yet another quality of life improvement!
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